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ENROLLMENT LOOMS LARGE
DURING BOARD OF TRUSTEES’
FALL VISIT

By Marcelle Rutherfurd

The University has undergone a few
big changes recently, including the change
in presidency, renewed focus on the
Strategic Plan and a smaller freshman
class than normal. In light of some of
these changes, the Board of Trustees
conducted their fall visit to campus.
An email went out to the campus
community on Monday,Nov.6 outlining the
main issues discussed by the Board during
their visit, and the new students and faculty
members appointed to policy committees.
“Since this is my first year serving
as a faculty representative on a Trustee
committee, I don’t have much of a baseline
to assess the relative productiveness of
this meeting; furthermore, I was only
involved with selected moments of the
trustees’ visit, so I don’t have a sense of
the utility of the entire retreat. With those
caveats in mind, I did feel that there were
some great discussions among faculty,
administration, trustees and students
around some of the big issues facing our
campus,” Monica DeHart, a Sociology
and Anthropology Professor, said.
DeHart was appointed to the Academic
and Student Affairs policy committee as
a faculty representative during this year’s
Board visit. In addition to DeHart, Jae
Bates ’18 was appointed by the Associated
Students of the University of Puget Sound
(ASUPS) as the student representative
to this committee. Bates is the Student
Diversity Center Coordinator, and is
closely tied to the student body due to
his multiple positions in student affairs.
“I’ve always worked here at the University
with issues of diversity and inclusion. I also
sit on the Trans Advocacy and Inclusion
Committee ... because I want to work in
student affairs after I graduate. And I’ve
also worked with Res Life, so I work in two
student affairs positions currently, which I
think plays into why Amanda wanted me
on the committee,” Bates said. Amanda
Díaz is the current president of ASUPS.
Bates’ perception of the Board’s

recent visit was that the Board might
not be understanding what the student
body actually wants from this school.
“I think that the Board is very anxious
because of enrollment. The new first-year
class is very small and I think that causes a
lot of anxiety. I don’t think that President
Crawford is anxious; I think he’s very calm
about it because it’s only one year. And
some of the Trustee members actually
brought up the fact that they weren’t
anxious. ... What if we adjust the budget
so that we just are a smaller school? ... A
larger school doesn’t ensure the quality of
our education and we can be just as good
of a school with less students,” Bates said.
The Board of Trustees were very
concerned with enrollment numbers
and bounced around many solutions
during the meetings. DeHart is
hopeful that the University and the
Board can work together on this issue.
“Clearly we’re at a moment defined by
a lot of fears about enrollment numbers,
student debt burdens and the relevance
of a liberal arts education to a productive
career. Therefore, I was pleased to see
not only the trustees’ commitment to
the school (they clearly love the place
and want other people to be able to
appreciate that as well), but also their
willingness to question and critique what’s
not working and to push back against
efforts to think purely economically
about the future,” DeHart said.
“In other words, I know many people
think of the trustees as the folks who are
concerned with the ‘business’ of the school
and I’ll confess to having similar thoughts.
Nonetheless, I was really impressed by
the way that they insisted on putting the
mission of our University at the center of
our conversations and thinking about how
we could continue to move forward and
improve with that mission in mind, rather
than just seeking more profitable strategies.
In this moment, I think we need that
kind of combined approach that is both

idealistic ... and pragmatic ... so I found
the trustee conversations quite productive
in that regard,” DeHart continued.
Although on the same policy committee
as DeHart, Bates seems to think that some
of the anxieties that the Board Members
have are not rooted in a real perception
of the student body and how the new
first-years are functioning at the school.
“From my personal view the current first
year class, although they’re very small, are
some of the most engaged students that
I’ve seen in a very long time. A lot of the
programs we put on, a lot of the first-years
are showing up. A lot of the conferences
I’ve been to in the past few weeks, mostly
first-years are going. I went to two student
conferences and most of the people who
signed up to go were first-years. Just from
my personal view I think the first-year class
right now are being very e n g a g e d ,
thoughtful students, so I
don’t
think that the size of their class indicates
anything about the school,” Bates said.
“I don’t think it was necessarily
productive; I think it was mostly
them getting their anxiety out,” Bates
continued, referring to the board meeting.
Bates expressed a desire to use his
qualifications on campus and his voice
as a student to better inform the Board
of what the University actually needs
during their next visit this upcoming
spring. He responded to questions about
new projects that the Board discussed
with apprehension of the real value
they would bring to the University.
“In the new strategic plan/in funding
right now they are building a new
welcome center. It would be where the
new admissions stuff is. But the frustrating
part about that is that they just re-did
the admissions area ... And I think that
Jones is a nice building to have a welcome
center. It’s the main, and the oldest,
building on campus; it’s a fine area. I
personally feel like, as someone visiting the
school, it would feel cooler to walk into

Jones rather than being diverted to this
welcome center. That’s just me,” Bates said.
“I’m not sure of the exact number, but
they’re spending a ton of money to build
this new welcome center. They have
already spent money drawing up the
plans and stuff. We spent all this money
but that was just to draw blueprints and
they still haven’t settled on a design. I
think the sense from all the students on
the committee was that we don’t need
a welcome center,” Bates continued.
Bates thought that there were more
pressing projects that needed funding,
projects that would potentially increase
enrollment
or
student
retention
more than a new welcome center.
“Students who served on the board, at
least students that I talked to, thought that
funding a new CHWS center would be much
more needed. ... They handle 25 percent
or more of our student body,” Bates said.
The current Counseling, Health, and
Wellness Center is located in Upper
Marshall, the top floor of Wheelock
Student Center. CHWS has 12 staff
members listed on the University
website. Bates feels that students would
support a new building for CHWS, or
even more staff, in order that they may
better service the campus community.
“So I think people were really
hoping that they would consider
building a new health center. Or even
fund more full-time staff,” Bates said.
The Board is returning to campus in
February and students are permitted
to attend meetings for the first 30
minutes. If students have ideas for
projects that the University should
fund, they are encouraged to attend.
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Washington State Supreme Court Justices visit
University
By Keely Coxwell

“We travel to expose people to our
process. Our court is one of the few that
allows televising of meetings,” Associate
Chief Justice Charles W. Johnson said.
“You have to have confidence in the ethical
standards that control our decisions and
hopefully you get that by us traveling.”
Justice
Johnson
graduated
from
the
University
of
Puget
Sound School of Law in 1976.
The Washington Supreme Court
Justices came to the University of Puget
Sound on Nov. 13 and 14 for a variety
of events. The “traveling court” held two
panels and later heard three appeals
in Schneebeck Concert Hall that was
open to the community, according to
the University of Puget Sound website.
“I am the Co-President for the Pre-Law
Society and over the summer we were
asked to be part of the planning process.
We gladly accepted,” Matthew Bell ‘20
said. “I, along with Amanda Díaz and
Monica Arnone, worked to arrange student
escorts for the Justices, find interested
students to attend the two lunches with
the Court, and reach out to students
about the Monday evening reception.”
The first panel, on free speech
and activism, was held on Monday.
Justices Johnson, Stevens, Steven
Gonzales, Deborah McCloud and
Mary Yu were on the panel and
Professor Seth Weinberger moderated.
Weinberger opened the panel by
asking “how can we not just hear
but listen to, understand, too, and
learn from ideas to which we might
be personally and initially opposed?”
“True listening doesn’t mean that you
give up convictions; it forces you to

By Ayden Bolin
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encampments, provide social and health
services, establish transitional center
locations and then to move people to
more permanent housing situations. The
city is investing $3.4 million into this
project, but as of the extension to 2018,
the cost could approach $7 million,
according to the City of Tacoma.
The city of Seattle proposed a similar
plan in 2015, inspiring the change in
Tacoma. According to King County
All Home, an organization designed
to mitigate homelessness in the King
County area, 11,643 people experience
homelessness in the City of Seattle. Of
that, 47 percent experienced unsheltered
living, while 53 percent were in
transitional homes or an emergency
shelter.
In Tacoma, there were 1,321 people
counted
that
were
experiencing
homelessness as of January 2017. Of that,
62 percent were sheltered, while 38 percent
were not, according to the Pierce County
Point-In-Time Count. Demographics
are also important to note on the causes

the residence halls. In each
case students under the legal
drinking age overconsumed
alcohol.
Expensive tools were stolen
from a Facilities vehicle
while it was parked in the
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advice for people going into law school.
Justice Wiggins advised people
to not be “disavowed by tales of
the difficulty of the job.” He also
stressed the need for minority lawyers.
The next day, Nov. 14, all nine justices
gathered to hear three cases, all of
which were, like all of the Court’s
hearings, televised statewide by public
cable television TVW, according to the
University of Puget Sound website.
In addition to the panels and hearings,
the Justices visited multiple classes: an
African American/religious studies class,
an Honors physics class, an English class,
a French studies class, an Asian languages
and cultures class and a classics class. They
chose these classes based on time and
interest in the topic discussed in the class.
“Justice Owens and Stephens attended
the Honors science class on Monday and
they had an amazing conversation about

PHOTO CREDIT TO PRESLEY REED III

Pictured (left to right) Professor Weinberger, Justice Stephens, Justice Gonzalez,
Justice McCloud, and Justice Yu.

of this issue: 72 percent of the homeless
population reported physical disability or
mental illness, while 18 percent reported
substance abuse and 9 percent reported
a developmental disability. Tacoma’s new
mayor-elect, Victoria Woodards, has
cited homelessness as a key issue for the
city.
“I think first of all, it’s becoming more
of a pervasive issue in our country, and
also, when you compound homelessness
with other issues that people face,
homeless people have such a complex set
of issues that they face. Finding solutions
for these issues such as addiction, crime,
access to education, are entirely different
when you look at homeless populations.
A lot of the inequities and injustices
in our society are reflected in homeless
individuals,” Kayla Lovett, a senior who
has worked extensively with the homeless
population in the Tacoma area, said.
Lovett recommended that students
at the University get involved in the
community. The Tacoma Rescue Mission
is an organization that provides food,

storage yard behind the
Fieldhouse.
Crime Prevention
Crime prevention is a community
responsibility. Please do your part
to keep the campus safe. Security

shelter and services to “homeless and
hurting,” people, according to their
website. Project Homeless Connect is
another organization run through Pierce
County that provides “services that address
the basic needs; basic medical and dental
care, access to education, employment and
benefits systems, chemical dependency
assessments, flu shots, haircuts and much
more,” according to the Sound Outreach
website. For volunteer work on the food
justice side, Hilltop Urban Gardens
(HUG) in Tacoma is a good place to
start. The organization “is a communitybased urban agriculture, justice and
equity organization in Tacoma, WA.
HUG partners with the community to
grow healthy food, young people and
neighbors,” according to the Hilltop
Urban Gardens website.
Homelessness in the Pierce and King
Counties is far from being solved, but the
cities of Tacoma and Seattle are investing
time and money on a large scale into the
issue.

staff work 24/7 and are available
to assist you. Always report
suspicious activity immediately to
Security Services (253.879.331).
Be mindful of your safety and
security by using our 24-hour
safety escort program and by

This is an ASUPS Media Publication

keeping belongings secured.
The use of a U-bolt style lock
to secure bicycles is highly
recommended. Contact a member
of our team if you have questions
or concerns about campus safety.
We are here to serve you.
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the role the sciences play in our legal
system, which is something I often don’t
think about,” Bell said. “It helped me
realize that their roles require them to be
able to handle a vast array of legal cases.”
“I thought this was a great experience
for the students. It was really a unique
way for our students to interact directly
with people who make important
decisions. It was also great that they were
able to do so in such a small group (13
students in the class). That is a level of
contact and intimacy that members of
the public seldom get with our Supreme
Court Justices, I imagine,” Andrew
Rex said. Rex is the professor of the
physics class that the Justices visited.
“This visit gave us a first-hand glance
at the highest judicial body in the state
of Washington. This was an amazing
opportunity to learn more about the judicial
systems that impact all of us,” Bell said.

Addressing homelessness in Tacoma

The City of Tacoma has recently started
addressing its issues of homelessness
after a state of public health emergency
was declared earlier in 2017.
The website for the city of Tacoma
contains lots of information regarding
the plan. It states, “On May 9, 2017, the
Tacoma City Council passed Ordinance
28430, declaring a state of public health
emergency. The declaration was in
response to the growing concentrations
of people living in encampments in
Tacoma. Encampments pose safety and
health concerns for people living in them
and around them as they create concerns
about human waste, garbage, exposure
to communicable diseases, exposure
to violence and other human health
concerns.”
The plan set forth is called the
“Emergency Temporary Aid and Shelter
Plan,” and it is divided into three phases:
mitigation,
temporary
transitional
centers and short-term transitional
housing options. The phases are meant
to deploy rapid resources to homeless
The following is a summary of
incidents reported to Security
Services occurring on campus
between November 7, 2017 and
November 13, 2017:
• Security staff responded to
two alcohol violations in

reconsider your position but it doesn’t
mean that then you give up,” Justice Yu
said. “The thing that I’ve learned the
most is that somebody with an opposing
view can help me sharpen my own view.”
Díaz ‘18, the Associated Students of
the University of Puget Sound president,
then asked the justices what the difference
between free speech and hate speech is.
“The ability to say what you want
is an ability that we all have and it
comes with consequences and those
consequences depend on the time
and place and the manner in which
you speak,” Justice Gonzalez said.
The panel was then opened up to
the audience to ask questions. One
audience member asked about the
changing relationship between online
communication and the first amendment,
specifically how you can know if something
that is said online is inciting violence.
“The First Amendment is a check on
the government’s power. It’s not a check
on private people’s power or private
corporations power, so if you say something
on Facebook and Facebook shuts you
down that’s not a First Amendment
question,” Justice
McCloud
said.
Chief Justice Mary Fairhurst and
Justices
Barbara
Madsen,
Susan
Owens and Charles Wiggins were on
the second panel of the day, which
addressed young people and the law. It
was moderated by Diane Clarkson, who
is the president of the Tacoma-Pierce
County Bar Association, according to
the University of Puget Sound website.
Questions
asked
ranged
from
differences between the juvenile justice
system and the adult justice system, to

The Trail is an independent, student-run organization funded by ASUPS.
The Trail seeks to produce a credible weekly newspaper that serves as a
comprehensive source of information relevant to its readership. The Trail acts
as an archival record for the university, serves as a link between University
of Puget Sound and the greater Tacoma community and provides an open
forum for student opinion and discourse.
Visit trail.pugetsound.edu for the full mission statement.
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Students shift Take Back the Night tradition
cw: sexual assault

By Arcelia Salado Alvarado

At the University of Puget Sound,
there are various organizations focused
on giving voices and support to
survivors of sexual violence as well as
bringing awareness to the issues of rape
culture. These organizations include
Peer Allies, Green Dot, Sexual and
Gender Violence Committee, Students
Against Sexual Assault and Bystander
Revolution Against Violence (BRAVe).
According to the Department of
Justice and Human Rights Campaign,
every 98 seconds someone is sexually
assaulted in the United States. One in
four women and one in six men will be
sexually assaulted in their lifetimes and
those numbers tend to be even higher
in the LGBTQ+ community. Over twothirds of sexual assaults go unreported.
Rape culture refers to “a society or
environment whose prevailing social
attitudes have the effect of normalizing
or trivializing sexual assault and abuse,”
as defined by Oxford Living Dictionaries.
Take Back the Night is one event
focused on ending rape culture.
Started in the 1960s by protesters
in England and Belgium, Take Back
the Night events have since spread to
over 36 countries for the the unifying
theme to “protest of sexual violence
and support for victims,” according
to the Take Back the Night website.
Take Back the Night has been a part of
the University of Puget Sound Campus
since 1993, according to the Marta Cady,
Associate Dean of Students and Director
of New Student Orientation. Take
Back the Night has included musical
performances, self defense courses and
various lectures with speakers such as

Naomi Wolf, Jaclyn Friedman and Inga
Muscio, according the University of Puget
Sound Take Back the Night website.
Take Back the Night took place on
the same day Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound (ASUPS)
had their second “Topics on Tap” of
the semester. That particular event was
about Title IX and how recent changes
will affect college campuses (see page 7).
Take Back the Night started at 9:45 p.m.
on Nov. 8, 2017, in front of Diversions
Cafe. What is usually a noisy event, once
attended by 200 people, was quiet this
time around. A dozen or so students
showed up. They whispered to each other,
breaths visible in the autumn night.
This year, Take Back the Night was a
45-minute march of silent reflection
going all the way through and around
campus with candles and protest signs.
The only thing you could hear was the
marching of rain boots on wet sidewalks.
Carly Dryden, Student Advisory
Committee member of It’s On Us,
explained that the reason for the
change was that students in previous
semesters voiced that the chanting
from the event was triggering for them
and that they shouldn’t have to leave
the comfort and safety of their homes
to avoid the noise every semester.
Dryden said it was these students who
brought the idea of a silent vigil instead
of the usual shouting-based event.
Dryden also offered speculation
as to why the crowd was so much
smaller this year than in previous Take
Back the Night events on campus.
“My freshman year was the largest I’ve
ever seen. There was about 200 people

if I remember correctly. It was huge.
It was crazy. And I truly think that
one thing that has changed is just the
weather … I feel like the winters have
been getting colder; it’s been starting
to snow. People just don’t feel like they
want to go out and participate … There’s
a lot more programming around campus
now that people feel like they can get
involved in that versus just having to
do Take Back the Night,” Dryden said.
“In the past people would stick their
heads out of windows and join the
march and watching that was really
empowering. But if the purpose is to raise
awareness, [we] have to do it in another
way that isn’t violating a person’s sense of
security … I think what Take Back the
Night did really well this year with the
silent protest was that, because it was in
silence, I was able to reflect a lot on the
anger of these situations and the way that
universities handle these situations and
that it is like taking ownership through
silence,” senior and Take Back the
Night attendee Pamela Lara Perez said.
Alex Keysselitz, program coordinator
of BRAVe, spoke to the reasons that there
was no speaker this year before the event.
“This year we had a survivors-only
space; it wasn’t a traditional speak
out so we decided against having a
speaker for the march,” Keysselitz said.
“We’ve had, in the past, discussions
before and discussions after, which I
thought were very powerful because this
isn’t just for women, it’s for men too and
non-binary identifying people. So having
those conversations and giving a voice
to people: that’s what raises awareness.
The silence is powerful for the survivor,

but it has to be preceded with something
that sets the tone. … You don’t have a set
mentality or a set focus on what to think
about when you’re doing the walk besides
your own experiences,” Lara Perez said.
Lara Perez ended the interview
with her thoughts after the march.
“My frustration at the end of the
night is that I thought to myself,
‘Well, no one really saw me walk, no
one really heard me walk, so was my
presence even known? Were all the
presences around here known?’ Those
were the kind of lingering questions
that ended up staying with me because
how are we going to change people’s
minds on these things?” Lara Perez said.
Emily Katz, president of Peer Allies,
also attended Take Back the Night to
show her support of other events on
campus focused around raising awareness
about sexual assault on college campuses.
“I think it’s a really empowering event
and a really important way to raise
awareness about this issue and how it’s
affected those on our campus. … I think
it’s really great that we’re working to
accommodate ... but at the same time I
do fear that it lost some of its impact.
… There often isn’t a voice for survivors
of sexual assault. So having the space
to yell and scream about it and raise
awareness, I think is really empowering.
So, I wonder if in the future we could
find some sort of kind of hybrid event
maybe that doesn’t isolate the folks
that this is really overwhelming for
and a really hard experience for, but
also still allows empowerment for
those who are seeking it,” Katz said.

A closer look at the Cushman Substation
By Andrew Izzo

Students heading to the shopping district on Proctor may have
noticed a slightly-out-of-place-looking building on 21st street,
between Adams Street and Washington Street. The imposing
columns and stone façade may give the impression that this
building was once a bank or courthouse, but the steel frames and
electrical equipment give it away. This building is the Cushman
Substation, currently owned by Tacoma Power, and recent
addition to Tacoma’s Register of Historic Places as of June 6.
According to Tacoma Culture, a website hosted by the City
of Tacoma, there are over 130 buildings on Tacoma’s Register of
Historic Places.
On Monday, Nov. 13, the Tacoma Historical Society met in the
Murray Board Room for their monthly meeting featuring guest

speaker Jeff Ryan. Ryan led the crusade to have the substation
added to the Tacoma’s Register of Historic Places.
The event was well-attended by members of the Historical
Society, as well as several students from the University.
“I’m a retired architect and I love the building, and so I thought,
‘Let’s find out some more about it,’” Jim Kuhlman, a member of
the Historical Society and North End resident, said.
Ryan is a local architect and has been involved in preservation
work since 1984. Cushman Substation was nominated as a
landmark so the building wouldn’t be put up for auction once
Tacoma Power leaves the site, according to Ryan. “It is ahead of
its time for Tacoma,” Ryan said. He referenced it being unique
for the 1920s in both architectural design and functional design.

Ryan presented information to the Historical Society that he
compiled from public and private archives, including some from
the University’s very own Collins Library Archives.
According to Ryan’s research, the construction of Cushman
Substation started in 1925, and it was built using board-formed
concrete, so the majority of the building is actually one solid piece
of concrete. The station is named after the Cushman Lake Dam
44 miles away, built concurrently with the station. As part of the
journey to the substation from the dam, the electricity travels a
total of 6,200 feet along the longest free-standing cable in the
world as it crosses the Tacoma Narrows.
The design of the substation was intentional, and it was built
as a monument to public ownership of power in Tacoma. The
distinct portico that looms over the front of the building is actually
a structural support to the wall behind it, not merely an artistic
architectural choice. “It wasn’t necessary, but it was important,”
Ryan said, when talking about the aesthetics of the building. At
one point, Ryan pointed out during the presentation, the front of
the building had ivy on it, evident in a picture from the late 1930s.
The Substation is still owned and operated by Tacoma Power,
mostly for storage purposes. The building houses one of the
largest cranes in Tacoma, carrying 50 tons.
As a result of the new status as a historic building, the substation
will undergo restoration, though Ryan said an exact timeline
is unknown. He expressed a hope that the building would be
turned into a community center, and the grounds surrounding
it would eventually become a green space for the North End
community to enjoy.
Ryan attempted to preserve one of the large towers that carried
cables around the tower, though he was ultimately unsuccessful.
The towers that line North 21st street will be removed starting
next year, and replaced with newer ones, according to the Tacoma
Public Utilities website.
More information about the Cushman Substation, as well
as a collection of pictures including those from Collins Library,
can be found on the Friends of Tacoma’s Cushman Substation
Facebook page.
Photo shows Cushman Substation in 2017.
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Dividing music taste using the gender binary is so 2014
By Karlee Robinson

The Echo Nest, a music
intelligence platform recently
acquired by Spotify for $100
million, conducted a study in
2014 to see which artists men
and women like, and how they
differ. Analyzing the data of
200,000 listeners from various
streaming
platforms,
the
conclusions drawn illuminate the
socially-constructed expectations
of gender, how these expectations
influence preference and, most
significantly, how these social
constructs pose limitations on
the music industry and society’s
understanding of diversity.
From the male and female Top
40 Lists, additional lists were
composed of artists who made an
appearance on one gender’s Top
40 List, and not on the other’s.
The artists on these secondary
lists consisted exclusively of
those whose gender was identical
to their listeners, except for Justin
Bieber and One Direction. The
two lists produced through the
Echo Nest’s study exemplify the
polarization of gender-related
listening, as both female and
male listeners were shown to
favor artists of their own gender.
The young artists, Justin
Bieber and the members of One
Echo’s top 40 List
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ECHO NEST
Direction, differ from other male
artists in both content and social image. Bieber, for instance, was only 19-20 years old
during the time of this study. The average age of male artists on the Top 40 List and not
on the female list is roughly 43 years old. Their age difference provides explanation behind
their differences in content, but more importantly suggests two things: more important
than gender’s role in shaping music preference, the ways in which this music preference
is shaped by differences in content. These differences in content have been defined by the
pressure artists face in conforming to gender-driven socially-constructed expectations.
The results of The Echo Nest’s study supports the position that listeners are encouraging

conformity amongst the music industry. Listeners — those who musicians ironically serve
and respond to — are standardizing the expression of an art that was founded on an ability
to mobilize diversity in thought. Listeners have altered the music industry’s climate, so it
now opposes the significance of musicians’ work.
Even more compelling is this study’s suggestion that male and female listeners have
different expectations of the same male artists. The differences between socially-constructed
expectations of gender are characterized by the relationship between the gender of the
listeners and artists involved.
Music’s expression has never been limited to one category of subject matter. This allows
musicians to reach diverse members of society. When listeners define their preference by
what society has conditioned us to assume — in this case, specifically in regard to binarydriven gender identity — we’re limiting the inclusivity of their gifts. Not only are musicians
pressed to compromise the completeness of their message, but their resulting shallow
content perpetuates the regression of open perspective.
Seeing that male listeners generally prefer male artists, it’s time we uncover trends in
content. The majority of artists on exlusively male listeners’ Top 40 List are pop artists. This
doesn’t mean that women don’t also enjoy listening to pop music, but more specifically calls
for comparison between the content of females’ and males’ favorite pop artists.
Artists Kanye West, Kid Cudi and 50 Cent (among other artists appearing only on the
men’s Top 40 List) frequently include misogynistic language and other offensive content.
This can be compared to artists One Direction, Demi Lovato and Britney Spears (among
other artists exclusively from the women’s Top 40 List), whose content is diametrically
rooted in feminist girl power and affirmation. The artists in this second group differ in
gender, but are similar in their classification under a broader branch of pop music, meaning
genre doesn’t define content. Difference in content is then left to be explained, at least in
part, by gender.
As listeners, we have the power to define the success of artists in the music industry.
With this responsibility, we need to not only encourage a broader representation of identity
and expression, but also hold musicians accountable to the decency of their content. Seen
recently in sexual harassment cases with celebrities Louis CK, Harvey Weinstein and Kevin
Spacey, American pop-culture has a track record of allowing the success of celebrities who
thrive on selfish feelings of entitlement. Content and character should be upheld above
talent, but in the American landscape this rarely seems to hold true.
Because this study is dated, it would be interesting to conduct a more current study
of identical intent, but this time, inclusive of non-binary identities (on the end of both
listeners and artists). The data collected from this updated study would provide material for
analyzing public response to more diverse artists. From here, we can attempt to understand
why public response rewards or punishes diversity, and work toward advancing the music
industry’s attitude toward a more thorough and forward-looking temperament.
If musicians feel pressured to limit the diversity of their expression, their listeners will be
encouraged to believe that diversity is not only absent, but undesirable. Both suggestions
are false. Understanding music to be artists’ personal expression, it’s fair to assume their
lyrics reflect components of their identity. By broadening what’s included in popular music
content, we can bring awareness to minoritized identities and encourage public acceptance.

Challenging white feminism in entertainment

Since “Broad City” first aired in 2014, creators Ilana Glazer
and Abbi Jacobson have been hailed as television’s favorite
feminists. The show follows the lives of best friends Ilana
and Abbi, who play themselves, living in New York City.
Glazer and Jacobson have certainly broken boundaries as
two successful Jewish women on television. They are honest,
flawed, hilarious, and yes — irrevocably white.
It is no secret that women are still fighting to be
represented on screen as often (and as authentically) as men
are. According to Women and Hollywood, 42 percent of all
speaking roles in the 2016-17 television season were played
by women, and far fewer wrote and produced their own
shows as Jacobson and Glazer are doing.
42 percent might not sound so bad, but 19 percent of those
2016-17 speaking roles were played by black women, 6
percent by Asian women and only 5 percent were played
by Latinx women. The differences are even more striking in
film, where a study by Dr. Martha Lauthen reveals that 76
percent of female movie roles are portrayed by white women.
“Broad City” is the first show I have seen starring two
openly Jewish women with whom I share history, tradition
and humor. Being able to relate to characters in that way is
rare, so watching Abbi and Ilana can be comforting. “Broad
City,” however, is perhaps the 400th show in which I have
watched two women who look vaguely like me on screen.
“Insecure,” an HBO show starring creator Issa Rae, works
to give young women of color the kind of on-screen role
models that white female watchers have long been given.
Similarly to “Broad City,” “Insecure” centers around the
everyday lives of Issa and her best friend, Molly (played by
Yvonne Orji), two black women in Los Angeles. The show is
a hybrid of comedy and drama; it celebrates not only the joy
and comedy of romantic and platonic relationships, but the
confusion and heartbreak that go hand-in-hand.
There are, of course, several differences in the content
of “Broad City” and “Insecure,” but both center around a
complex friendship between two women. Rae, Jacobsen
and Glazer are also all executive producers of their own
shows. Finally, both “Broad City” and “Insecure” began as

web series, although Rae’s web series, “The Misadventures
of Awkward Black Girl,” took two more years than “Broad
City” did to get picked up by a network.
The rise to fame has not been easy or uncomplicated
for any of these three women, but Jacobson and Glazer
certainly benefitted from the significant (albeit recent)
institutional representation of white women before them.
Their predecessors include women like Amy Poehler and
Tina Fey, who created, wrote, produced and starred in
their own shows (“Parks and Recreation” and “30 Rock,”
respectively).
Rae, however, is “the first black woman to create and
star in a premium cable series,” as acknowledged by Time
Magazine’s list of “Firsts.” The magazine quotes Rae on her
inspiration to create relatable characters who look like her:
“For so long, entertainment executives have said the reason
they don’t cast people of color is that they’re not relatable
onscreen. It’s such a segregationist mentality, and I always
knew that it was false.”
This double standard is precisely what I hope to highlight
in this article; since the time of suffrage, white women have
been allowed to represent the reality of both white and
nonwhite women. “Broad City” is doing great things for
television and for this generation’s girls, but it can not be the
extent of female representation in television.
Don’t get me wrong, I enjoy watching women defy the
rules of traditional female characters, no matter their race.
But I fear that as an audience, we make two mistakes when
we watch shows like “Broad City.” First, we are so excited to
see gender diversity on screen that we forget to demand the
layer of racial diversity our media still severely lacks. Second,
we are so busy celebrating the rare attention being brought
to sexism that we forgive Jacobson and Glazer for failing to
be intersectional.
Few viewers batted an eye when Ilana dawned hoop
earrings that spelled out “Latina,” or when virtually the
only Latinx character on “Broad City,” Maria, was a cleaner
who spoke in broken English and appeared in only three
episodes. People like Huffington Post’s Senior Cultural

By Sarah Buchlaw

Writer, Zeba Blay, have also pointed out that Glazer’s
character speaks frequently in African American Vernacular
English (AAVE).
Rae’s “Insecure” offers a far more nuanced narrative of
feminism that includes the intersection of race and gender.
“Insecure” discusses issues such as discrimination against
black women in the workplace, and anti-Latinx racism and
homophobia in the black community.
White women have little incentive to call out the racial
insensitivity in “Broad City” because we benefit from
Jacobson and Glazer’s narrower version of feminism. I
think this is why “Insecure” has received feedback from
primarily white audiences criticizing its discussion of race;
such conversations seem to us unnecessarily complicated, or
even inconvenient. We are rarely required to think and act
intersectionally as white women, so watching a show that
does so can be confusing.
One IMDb reviewer’s comment illustrates this issue quite
clearly. They write:
“Unfortunately the second episode was ruined by too many
remarks about peoples (sic) color. It gets very boring very
quickly because of that. For once I would love to watch a
program that didn’t have to constantly remind you what a
persons color was. I mean hey, guess what, I can see what
color everyone is already. It just seems so cheesy to have
the reminders. Or is that all the show is going to be about.
Seems limiting.”
It is okay to love “Broad City” and to identify with Abbi
and Ilana, but that does not mean we can’t hold the show —
and television as a whole — to the highest standard possible.
This also means acknowledging why shows like “Insecure”
often make us uncomfortable, and supporting a media
culture where “Insecure” is not the only show of its kind.
I think that Jacobson and Glazer deserve much of the
praise they have gotten. I simply hope that we challenge
more of white feminism on and off the screen, and that we
reward more diverse female role models like Rae.
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The Happy Trail is The Trail’s weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. Our mission is
to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safer sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while shedding light on topics like trans rights, sexual and domestic
violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct your
sexuality and gender questions to nalee@pugetsound.edu. Respond to Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@pugetsound.edu.

Cycle method:

A personal experience with alternative birth control

By Emma Holmes

Things I waited too long to
see a doctor about

Parts one and two of an ongoing series
By Nayla Lee

PHOTO COURTESY OF PIX ABAY

This summer, I went off birth control
and had unprotected sex … on purpose.
The immediate reactions to my oversharing were, in no particular order:
“What?!” “We cannot have a baby in
this house,” and, my favorite, “Don’t you
write for the sex education section?”
While I’m not great at taking my
own advice, I am neither stupid nor
knowingly reckless. Instead, I began an
experiment with a new (and old) form
of fertility awareness: basal temperature
tracking. Last Spring, while I sat in a
hormone-jumbled slump, folded over a
hot pad and popping Midol, it occurred
to me that maybe it was time for a birth
control reality check.
Like many people, I’ve been on
hormonal birth control since before my
senior year of high school. I’ve tried
both oral birth control pills and Skyla,
a hormonal intrauterine device (IUD).
Since graduating high school and
moving westward, I’ve experienced side
effects including depression and weight
gain. While I was unsure whether
hormones were necessarily to blame, I
wanted to gauge their relative impact
and understand what my uninhibited
cycle looked like.
When I visited home this past Labor
Day and bunked in my sister’s room,
she watched me wake up and stick a
thermometer in my mouth. “Are you
sick?” she asked. Unsure how to explain
fertility to a 12-year-old, I laughed
nervously and said I wasn’t sick, just
tracking when I would get my period.
That, she understood.
The big-kid breakdown is essentially
this: the average pre-menopausal
menstrual cycle can be monitored by
tracking minor fluctuations in your basal

temperature. Your basal temperature
is your waking temp measured to the
hundredth degree. Around the time of
ovulation, it spikes between 0.5 and 1.6
degrees (Womenshealth.gov). You’re
only impregnable for several days during
ovulation, and thus tracking your cycle
allows you to know when to use extra
precautions against baby-making. If
pregnancy isn’t a risk in your love life,
fertility awareness can still help you
brace for your period or explain some
confusing sex dreams.
There are countless resources to help
you begin basal temperature tracking.
Personally, I subscribe to the app
Natural Cycles, which reminds me to
take my temperature each morning
and calculates sperm lifespan for me,
so there’s less math involved. The
Reproductive section of the Apple
Health app also has a section for basal
temperature tracking, which is a free,
convenient alternative to a notebook
and pen.
Before you buy a basal thermometer
and jump on board, be warned that
there are several more factors to
consider. While I choose to use the app
for my primary birth control, it does not
protect against STIs and takes several
months to achieve full accuracy if you’re
recently off hormonal birth control.
I found that the app has also helped me
increase mindfulness and understanding
of my body. Starting my day with a
literal check-in grounds me, and offers
a sense of productivity and awareness. If
you’re hoping to learn more about your
body, basal temperature tracking can
be a useful addition to your morning
routine.
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This is a picture of some of the medication I had to take; this does not include
the dental painkillers or antibiotics.
PHOTO CREDIT TO NAYLA LEE, FROM HER PERSONAL INSTAGR AM

I’ve always been doctor-shy; I didn’t go to the dentist from 3rd
through 9th grade, and I don’t even remember the last time I had
a regular primary-care physician. It’s not about health insurance
— I’m lucky enough to be covered under my parents’ plans, which
is a privilege that I didn’t understand until I was embarrassingly
old. I have no excuse; I’m not scared of doctors themselves, or even
doctors’ off ices. I don’t mind calling to make appointments. I’m
literally just lazy. But recently, that laziness came back to haunt me.
Easy preventative measures or early visits to a professional could
have nipped many of these issues in the bud, and made my life much
easier in the long run. Over the next few issues of The Trail, I will
include some of my most relevant cautionary tales.
Dental Disaster
Over the summer, I noticed my tooth was starting to hurt. It was
a molar that I had gotten a root canal on f ive years ago. I ignored it
diligently for a few weeks, chewing all of my food on the left side of
my mouth and avoiding gum- and ice-chewing almost completely. A
friend came to visit Tacoma for a few days and I started complaining
about it. She told me to see a dentist, but I said I would just wait
until I went home to go see my regular one. I had no real plans to
do this; I just wanted her to get off my back. That was until about 4
a.m. on her second-to-last day here. I woke up in tears, the throbbing
in my gum too painful to ignore. Once I’d calmed down, I used my
computer to look up the earliest-opening dentist that accepted my
insurance. I found one that opened at 7 a.m. and did not sleep for the
next three hours. I called in advance, and they offered an emergency
number for existing clients only. It turned out that my root canal had
gotten an infection, which had abcessed to a point where it could not
be numbed. After four days of heavy medication and immense pain,
I learned that the abscess was too big to be numbed completely. I
bawled through the entire procedure, dizzy with pain, for something
that could have been solved by some cheap antibiotics if I’d seen the
dentist weeks or even days earlier.
Vulval Fiasco
After a week or so on the antibiotics for my dental f iasco, I was
driving back from a camping trip when I noticed some itching in my
vulva. I just put a sleeping bag on my lap and scratched away. The
itching remained for a few days, and was coupled with an odor that
prompted my boyfriend to ask if I’d eaten something funky after
I’d peed. I was indignant, until I noticed discharge that resembled
white pencil-eraser shavings inside my vagina. I consulted a friend
and Web MD and self-diagnosed a yeast infection, which I decided
to try to f lush out on my own. A few nights later, I was at work
when I was smacked by a UTI that kept me in the bathroom for at
least 30 percent of my f ive-hour shift. I was about to f ly home for
my baby brother’s f irst birthday party, so I took a cranberry pill
and refused to let it get me down. However, I ended up leaving the
party early to go to Urgent Care when I found some blood in my
pee. It turns out that in addition to the UTI and yeast infection, I
had bacterial vaginosis, which probably explained the smell. At least
my brother isn’t old enough to form lasting memories. Probably the
most scarring part of this whole disaster was my mother lecturing
me about peeing after sex and masturbation on the drive home from
the airport. I could live a full and happy life without ever hearing
her tell me about all the bacteria and sweat on penises.
Here’s what I learned: 1) f ind a dentist in Tacoma that accepts
your insurance and has hours that work with your schedule before it
becomes an emergency. 2) If you go on antibiotics, ask your doctor
to go ahead and prescribe you a yeast infection pill at the same time,
so you can limit your overall discomfort. I would have saved a lot of
time, money, tears and worry on the part of my friends and parents
if I had just sucked it up and listened to my body.
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Northwest Chocolate Festival displays chocolate
industry’s sustainability and growth
By Molly McLean

Thousands of people crammed
themselves into a cruise loading
warehouse in Seattle this past
weekend in order to sample,
purchase
and
learn
more
about the art of chocolate. The
Northwest Chocolate Festival
was in town, dazzling the world
with its magic and delights. There
was a gridlock of traffic on the
Magnolia Bridge with hordes
of people all rushing to see the
proverbial big top in town for the
weekend. The gray Seattle waters
and gargantuan ships surrounded
the huge building, which juts out
onto Elliott Bay. The calm of the
balconies overlooking the water
allowed for some respite from the
huge, shuddering crowds exuding
energy and excitement.
Do not fret, gentle reader, if you
feel ignorant on the topic of artisan
chocolate, for the chocolatiers
interviewed remarked that the
art of artisanal chocolate in the
United States is a very recent
phenomenon. “When I started
making, there was probably three
artisan makers in the U.S. Now,
there’s like two hundred,” Lance
Brown of The Cacao Bean Project
said. Now artisan chocolate is on
the rise, similar to the popularity
of craft coffee and wines over the
past few decades. One cause of
the rise of artisanal chocolate is
education.
In the United States there has
been a recent surge of emphasis
on ethical consumption. Cacao
is a sensible place to improve its
ethics, since it historically has
offered very low wages to its
workers worldwide. The website
for the Make Chocolate Fair
organization writes that cacao
farmers receive only 6.6 percent
of the value of a ton of chocolate
sold. Martin Zorrilla specified that
his company, Marou, makes sure to
pay the farmers “more than twice
the international price of cacao,” in
order to maintain the quality and
integrity of the product. Cacao, like
any other internationally-traded
commodity, is subject to rapid
fluctuation. Right now, Zorrilla
noted, cacao is in a worldwide
downturn. Furthermore, cocoa is
only grown in the Global South,
originating in the highlands of
South America but grown in
Northwest Africa, Vietnam, and
other warm climates. This natural
climate distinction that places it
in colonized countries ensures a
long history of exploitation in its
growth and production.

into various chocolate products.
Sometimes these two people
are the same, depending on the
business model and type of trade.
Types of Trade
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In the early 1990s, the United
States encouraged growth of cacao
plants in Vietnam. According to
Zorrilla, this project never really
came to fruition, yet his company,
Marou, is attempting to keep
cacao production healthy within
Vietnam. The effects of climate
change and over-development are
omnipresent. Zorrilla bemoaned
the “saltwater intrusion happening
a little bit in the Mekong region,
so that’s related to climate change.
We’ve actually lost origins,”
Zorrilla said, connecting the loss
of farmland to climate change.
“Origin” refers to the location
where the cacao plants are
sourced. Similar to wine experts,
chocolate experts maintain that
the soil and regions of each farm
have a tremendous impact on
the taste of the chocolate. The
saltwater intrusion Zorrilla refers
to also impacts the flavors of the
chocolate produced from that
region. Perhaps an unforeseen
consequence of climate change
will be the constantly-evolving
flavors of chocolate in fragile and
fluctuating ecosystems.
Corinne Joachim Sanon Symietz
also wants to keep money within
the countries in which cacao is
produced. “I grew up in Haiti
and I always wanted to create
jobs when I grew up,” she said.
Symietz researched plentiful crops
in Haiti after graduating from the

ASUPS Senate:
Week in review

Provided weekly by
Senate Chair Katie Handick

Hello campus community! It is that time of the week,
your favorite time, and that is the time for the Last Week
in Senate update!
This last week, Senate approved the Women in
Economics Club. The club leaders came into formal senate
and talked about the small presence of female-identifying
people within the economics department on campus, and
the need for a space focused on support, networking and
encouragement, as well as the need to increase the visibility
of women pursuing the degree. Look for this club at Club

University of Michigan before
returning to create jobs in the
countryside of Haiti, ever-aware of
the need for jobs outside of Portau-Prince. Now they have 10 fulltime employees manufacturing the
chocolate and have four different
flavors.
Another company that attempts
to make the growth of cacao
more beneficial to the farmers is
Enliven, a non-profit organization
from
Minnesota.
Enliven
helps connect farmers in rural
Nicaragua to tools, resources and
networking that allow them to
create more economic activity in
an impoverished community in
rural Nicaragua. Ben Dollins from
Enliven states that part of their
mission is to “engage in mutually
beneficial relationships that are
sustainable” with the small village
they work with. The farmers grow
cacao and partner with small
chocolate-makers in order to
make more economically healthy
connections between farmers and
chocolate producers.
Wendy Brown writes in her
book “Undoing the Demos” that
modern businesses base many of
their marketing practices off of
what they think will appeal to their
consumers’ morality. Part of their
branding lies in the consumer’s
attraction to their ethic integrity.
The success of artisan chocolate,
therefore, is dependent on the

current neoliberal framework
of business as moral guide. The
instability of chocolate as a
commodity will decide the fate
of how Americans view chocolate
in the coming years — whether it
mimics the turned-ethical pattern
of wine and coffee, or if the love of
cheap candy bars continues.
Advice to young chocolatiers:
One of the first artisanal
chocolatiers in the U.S. was
Clark Gobel, who cautioned the
recent boost of chocolate, since
it is such a delicate market and
process. When just starting out,
chocolatiers with little experience
will find themselves “sort of at
the chocolate’s beckon,” working
long hours just to survive. Mitch
Loge representing Kicking Horse
Coffee, offers the following advice:
“Just keep eating it!”
Glossary of Chocolate Terms,
from boards presented by the
Northwest Chocolate Fair and
interviewees:
Types of Chocolate Producers
Chocolate
Makers:
People
who process cocoa beans into a
wholesale product to be sold to
chocolatiers.
Chocolatiers: The people who
purchase wholesale chocolate
product to temper and mold it

Fest in January and around campus with announcements
of their existence as well as upcoming events they will be
hosting.
The second item Senate discussed last Thursday was the
campus animal control policy. This policy addresses the
regulation of pets, emotional support animals and service
animals on campus. ASUPS previously endorsed the policy,
but after the policy underwent some changes ASUPS
will be voting again to endorse the revisions. The policy
needs endorsement from the three governing bodies on
campus: ASUPS Senate, Faculty Senate and Staff Senate.
This policy would prohibit off-leash dogs on campus in
order to respect the service animals on campus that can
be distracted by or harmed by unfriendly or untrained offleash dogs.
In other news, the ASUPS By-Laws revisions are still
underway, and further updates on those will be coming in
the next few weeks as revisions are voted on. Lastly, I would

Direct Trade: Chocolate makers
directly purchase beans from cocoa
farmers, and production usually
takes place in a different country.
Farmers Co-Op: Organizations
of farmers collectively negotiate
prices with foreign chocolate
makers.
Bean to Bar at Origin: The
chocolate is produced locally to
where it was grown and its later
exported for sale.
Farm to Bar: Similar to bean
to bar, except the chocolate is
produced at the same farm where
its cocoa was grown.
Fair Trade: A type of certification
in which farmers’ collectives are
given reasonable rates and meet
certain standards.
Non-Equitable Trade: Situation
in which companies exploit
famers through poor wages, abuse
of farmland, and other unjust
practices. Most cocoa is made for
the production of chocolate for
very large corporations, and these
companies are often faulted for
these poor practices.
Steps to chocolate production, from
Jeff Stern of The Cacao Pod
1. Cut the pods open with a
machete
2.
Clean out the pulp
surrounding the beans
3. Ferment a large batch of
beans together
4. Package and deliver to
processing facility
5. Roast beans
6. Winnowing: remove bean
shell
7. Grind roken bits of shell
(nibs) with stone grinder (smaller
producers use these) or industrial
equipment
8. Now product is cocoa mass
or cocoa liquor
9. Blend with sugar
10. Roll-refinery: make particle
size smaller until it is edible
11. Conching: machine called
“conch” mixes and aerates the
product, might be heated
12. Tempering and molding,
the process of heating and
shaping the chocolate into the
form we eat it in.

love to acknowledge this week’s Senator of the Week,
freshman Matthew Cooper Parone, At-Large Senator.
The enthusiasm he brings to Senate each week continues
to blow me away. I look forward to seeing the amazing
progress he will make as a senator and as a student through
his years to come here.
Find out more about each senator and our coffee hours
on the ASUPS Instagram @ASUPSSenate. There will also
be occasional senate selfies uploaded. That’s all ‘til next
time! Chair out.
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‘Topics on Tap’ discusses Title IX’s possible effect
on University policy
By Angela Cookston

The second monthly “Topics on Tap,”
hosted by Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound (ASUPS)
president Amanda Díaz on Nov. 8, discussed
how the recent changes to Title IX will
influence how educational institutions like
the University of Puget Sound deal with
sexual assault and harassment, as well as
how the University plans to deal with these
policy changes.
Many individuals and groups on campus
that advocate for sexual assault survivors
believe this new policy will negatively
affect victims. Many think that the changes
to Title IX will make the process to come
forward as a victim much harder and much
more frightening.
The overall purpose of “Topics on Tap”
is to facilitate important conversations
concerning the University. “One of the
biggest challenges we have on campus is
that we have a lot of grievances, but we
fail to actually talk about them bluntly and
honestly in a space where we can actually
move forward from this conversation,”
Díaz said.
The first speaker, Tiffany Davis, the
Deputy Title IX Coordinator at the
University of Puget Sound, discussed the
policy changes from the in-place 2011
Title IX policy to the new 2017 policy.
Davis explained that there were four
main changes to Title IX regarding
sexual harassment and sexual violence in
educational settings: schools now have
more options in the type of evidence used,

the 60-day time limit for investigations
has been removed, the ban on the use of
mediations has been lifted, and appeal
requests are not required to be allowed by
schools.
The University of Puget Sound, Davis
explained, currently uses the preponderance
of evidence standard, which means the
evidence must show more than 50 percent
probability of guilt. This standard requires
less evidence than the clear and convincing
evidence standard, which is the other
standard that schools are allowed to use,
according to the Cornell Law School Legal
Information Institute. The University will
continue to use this less-strict standard in
the future even though the new Title IX
gives schools the option to use either.
Additionally, Davis responded to possible
concerns about the removed 60-day limit
for investigations: “We actually have a legal
obligation to make sure we’re giving a good
faith effort. We are not going to drag our
feet. However, I will tell you that a 60-day
limit can be brutal; you do not want to
sacrifice being thorough for speed.”
Mediation, which is an informal way to
settle an issue with both parties meeting
with a neutral third party, according to HG
Legal Resources, was previously banned,
but has been allowed in the new Title IX.
“I have yet to see a case where I am okay
with mediation,” Davis said, citing concern
over the mediator’s lack of knowledge
regarding power dynamics involved in
intimate partner settings. “A mediator who

is outside of this [relationship] wouldn’t
necessarily recognize what’s going on,”
Davis said.
Next, Alisa Kessel, professor and chair of
the Politics and Government department
discussed the culture behind Betsy DeVos’
decision to make these changes to Title IX
during the current interim period between
policies.
Kessel said a possible reason that schools
were given the option to use more rigorous
evidence standards was because many
officials unfortunately believe the myth
that false accusations of sexual assault
and harassment against young men are
common, which is not true.
Kessel explained that there has been a
large amount of discussion about the power
dynamics of who should be protected
in sexual assault and harassment cases.
“Who’s likely to be a victim? Whose bodies
deserve protection and when? All of those
things are sort of at work in this complex
narrative,” Kessel said.
Following Professor Kessel, Mariah
Prinster, a student involved in Peer Allies
spoke to clarify how Title IX would affect
the Peer Allies support network.
“Our job for this specifically is to
understand [the new Title IX], educate it,
and if we have somebody who wants to go
through the investigation process … we
have to be able to help them through it.”
Prinster said. “But necessarily following
Title IX, we don’t have to do that because
we are a student-run and student-operated

No car? No problem.

Tacoma bus lines make off-campus travel
a breeze for students
By Christina Pelletier

Bus Route 11
Route 11, also known as the Point Defiance route, goes down 11th Street and stops in front
of Memorial Fieldhouse. It also stops on 13th and Alder and 15th and Alder.
Take it to go to: Point Defiance, Downtown Tacoma, Proctor District.
Bus Route 16
Route 16 travels from Downtown Tacoma to Tacoma Community College. The closest stop
is a longer walk to N 21st & Alder St.
Take it to go to: 6th Avenue, Downtown Tacoma, Proctor District.
Bus Route 1
Route 1 travels from 6th Avenue to Pacific Avenue. The closest stop to campus is on 6th
and Alder.
Take it to go to: Downtown Tacoma, Proctor District, Tacoma Dome, Downtown Tacoma
Transit Center, Pacific Lutheran University.
An ORCA (One Regional Card for All) card is a “smart” card that can be used as a form
of payment to use public transportation around Tacoma. The card can be used to commute
by bus, train and ferry and can be used throughout the Puget Sound region of Washington,
including Everett Transit, King County Metro Transit, Kitsap Transit, Pierce Transit, Sound
Transit and Washington State Ferries.
Students can rent ORCA cards for free in the Associated Students of the University of
Puget Sound office.
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group for the student body.”
Lastly, Carly Dryden, president of
Students Against Sexual Assault (SASA)
and a member of the student advisory
committee It’s On Us spoke on behalf of
her organizations.
“It’s On Us has already taken the stance
that we are going to do everything in our
power to fight this,” Dryden said. “We see
this new guidance basically just making
it harder for victims or survivors to come
forward. It makes the conduct processes
much harder. It makes it much longer. It
makes them scarier, just in like the most
plain and simple terms, and that’s not what
we want.”
Since the University is still in interim
guidance and the new Title IX policy has
not officially been put in place, President
Crawford has said in two emails to the
campus community that he will continue
to follow the current campus policy until
further guidance is received.
In the meantime, as a culture and as
individuals, critical conversations must
take place in order for change to occur.
“Here’s the first question we should be
asking ourselves … around sexual assault or
harassment. What is my complicity? When
have I looked away?” Kessel said.
“I think that’s a really, really important
thing for us to be willing to do as a culture,
certainly as a community; and if not as
a ... community, then definitely as just
individual humans.”

Abroad View:

Laughing at Jesus in Denmark
By Parker Barry, Denmark

I visited the Trinitatis Church in
Copenhagen today. The church was
built in the 17th century during the
reign of Christian IV, a Lutheran.
The church was beautiful. When I
first walked in, the alter caught my
eye immediately; Jesus hung nailed
to his cross with bits of gold shooting
out like sun bursts. Gold-covered
pieces of the archways and the organ
were magnificently vibrant.
It was really quiet and people
gave my friend and me judgmental
glances as we whispered comments
to one another. There was almost no
one in the church on that Tuesday
afternoon. A pair of tourists glared
at us as we snickered a bit at Jesus,
and one woman looked at me like
I was personally disrespecting her.
I think I laughed because I was
uncomfortable in this formal setting.
I felt out of place not only being in
a church but being an American in
Denmark in this place of worship.
I guess what those people don’t
know is I wasn’t trying to make fun
of Christianity or organized religion;
I’m not ignorant to its history and
significance. I was raised Protestant
and know quite a bit about the Bible
through various medieval history
courses and a Republican father.
I think, though, that you should
be able to laugh a little about the
absurdity of Jesus hanging from his
cross — it looked to me that he was
judging me because he died for my
sins and I clearly wasn’t living up to
his legacy.
Outside the church, we were
approached by some Danish
students doing a survey for tourists

in Copenhagen. After answering
their questions, we asked them some
of our own. One of the students said
he “doesn’t care about religion,” a
statement familiar to me as I come
from a liberal arts college on the
west coast of the U.S. I asked him if
he thought religion was stigmatized
— if he met someone who went to
church every Sunday, would he think
they were weird? He said he probably
would, and that it isn’t normal at all
for Danes to be very involved with
religion.
He said he was registered as a
Protestant Lutheran when he was a
child, but canceled his membership
because he “doesn’t mind paying
taxes to build bridges and educate
Danes, but [he] does mind paying
taxes for the church.”
Every citizen of Denmark is born
a member of the Lutheran church,
yet they are not very religious at
all. Most Danes are atheist — it’s
interesting, though, that their image
is so profoundly built upon this one
unifying religion. What makes the
welfare state of Denmark work is
homogeny, every person feeling as if
they are brothers and sisters.
The
unifying
religion
of
Lutheranism helps contribute to this.
Denmark has the oldest monarchy in
the world; it has lasted around 1,000
years. The royalty of Denmark legally
have to practice Lutheranism — it’s
written in the constitution — yet
if you asked the average Dane they
would say that Denmark is primarily
atheist. This phenomena adds to the
veil of the Danish image.
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Diving into the green and gold era at Puget Sound
B y G a b i M a r re s e

This year, during halftime of our homecoming game, the
Logger football team from 1967 was honored by the city
of Tacoma with the first athletic proclamation for their
excellent achievements including 41 program records. Team
captain of the 1967 team, Don Pulisevich, mentioned that
when he was here walking around campus with a few of his
teammates, they were stopped by students and asked why
some of them were wearing green and gold jackets.
“I didn’t know about the green and gold until now,” senior
Bailey Honda (Hilo, Hawaii) said.
The green and gold year dates back to 1968. Gary
Lindgren took a photo during one of the home football
games in 1968 that became the cover of the Alumnus.
“COVER — Dan Thurston, junior end who set numerous
pass-catching football records this fall, is shown making
another great catch at [Puget Sound’s] Baker Stadium.
Note the Loggers’ new uniforms. A year ago, [Puget
Sound] students voted to change the school’s colors from
the traditional Maroon and White to Green,
Gold and Blue.”
The idea of changing the school colors come
after the decision to pull out of the NCIA and
Evergreen Conference and into the NCAA.
“In 1965 Dr. Thompson and Dick Smith
(then VP) asked me to come back to Puget
Sound. They wanted to make some changes
in athletics to better represent the University
in California and regionally .. and that meant
dropping out of the Evergreen Conference,”
Doug McArthur, class of 1953, said.
McArthur was hired as an Alumni Director
and Sports Information Director after
graduating from Puget Sound and becoming
a journalist and broadcaster in both New York
and Tacoma.
“Before I accepted the position I visited
a Puget Sound basketball game in the
fieldhouse with News Tribune reporter Dick
Kunkle. There were only 58 people in the
building and seven or eight of them were
Puget Sound students. I decided then and
there not to accept the job but Kunkle said,
‘Doug, you’re crazy, there’s only one way they
can go and that’s up.’ When I revisited Dr. T
and Dick they assured me that they realized
how bad it was to be represented that way, and
that [Puget Sound] was prepared to change
it,” McArthur said.
During the mid 60s there were becoming
more schools in the state that had lower cost
and higher acceptance rates. In 1965, Tacoma
Community College opened its doors and
became of our biggest competitor for Tacoma
students.
“I graduated in 1964. I would say that 90
percent of my classmates were from the state
of Washington, or more, and probably close
to half of the student body were commuter
students, lived in Tacoma, like me. In my view,
TCC opening its doors was the triggering
event [of change],” Bill Baarsma ‘64 said.
The new era in Puget Sound athletics was
just beginning. The goal was to make sure that
everyone know who Puget Sound was and where Tacoma
was on a map. The first year that Puget Sound athletics was
in the NCAA Collegiate Division was in 1967 when the
school colors were maroon and white.
“We got to be competitive and win these games because
if we win these games then people would pay attention.
Maroon and white related to a losing program. How do you
rebrand the institution with winning colors?” Baarsma said.
The proposal to change the school colors was brought up
to the Central Board. The resolution was that an all-school
election would have to happen before approval. The “U.P.S,
A.S.B Central Board Minutes 1965-68” states that on Oct.
17, 1967, the new business was regarding the school colors.
“Discussion: It was pointed out that approximately 800
cards were returned this summer with 82.1 percent of these
students in favor of a color change. The decision was made
this summer and uniforms for swimming and basketball
have been ordered.”
The colors of green, gold and blue were chosen to replicate
the football team the Green Bay Packers, who were backto-back Super Bowl Champions in 1966 and 1967. The
basketball jerseys replicated the Seattle SuperSonics.
“Personally I thought it was a good idea because they are
more vibrant colors and that was an exciting time. Not only
that but we got all new uniforms and everyone embraced it”
Edward Horne, Jr. ‘70 said.
The Sports Ed. Recap 1968-69 in the sports section of
Sept. 8, 1996 issue of The Trail states “Whereas the image
the Loggers evoked a short time ago was one of drabness, as
manifested in the school colors being a hideous maroon and
white combination, they are now pictured as fresh, exciting,
and above all talented and successful. The conversion of

the school colors to green, blue, and gold from the insipid
maroon helps to enhance this new portrait.”
“I don’t think the new school colors had anything to do
with team success. They were a source of pride which hadn’t
been shown much in recent years (late 50s, early 60s) but
new meaningful opponents and a new wave of studentathletes we had not been able to reach before. For example,
Rick Walker was an all-state basketball player with a high
GPA, near 4 point,” McArthur said.
The change was evident as Puget Sound started to recruit
in most of the states on the west coast along with starting
recruitment with hometown kids. Success came along with
the students who chose to leave state school in hopes of
playing more but also being the talk of the town.
“Every Saturday on the collegiate scoreboard, after the
football game on ABC, they list the scores of every major
school and they would list the score of Slippery Rock
[University]. Everyone believed it was a joke. It all started

the ‘40s.” Mike DelNagro, writer for Sports Illustrated, also
covered Puget Sound’s Kelly and Eric Brewe. Both Kelly
and Eric were leading scorer for the women’s and men’s
basketball team and are husband and wife. There was a
definite difference from McArthur’s first basketball game
with a crowd of 58 people to the new era with crowds of
3,500 to 4,500 per night.
“There was push back from the faculty. The feeling was
that we were overemphasizing big-time athletics at the
expense of our academic program. This notion that these
students that weren’t really serious about their academics
are just not true because I knew them. Many of them were
my students and I’ll be honest with you, there weren’t stellar
but they were solid and they all went on to do well in life,”
Baarsma said.
In the mid to early 90s, the University was considering
changing the colors back to maroon and white and the
athletics were looking to join the NCAA Division III.
“The change to Division-III athletics
and the change in colors both came from
the president and the administration.
Trustees were in approval because they
basically were ‘the President’s Trustees.’ I
can assure you that Dr. T’s Trustees would
not have approved. Their support of the
‘Green and Gold’ era of athletics was very
evident,” McArthur said.
Arches published a clip that the
University was considering changing the
colors back to maroon and white and that
it was an ongoing discussion for students
and alumni. Brian Threlkeld, class of 1983,
read this and made a call to the University.
“I want to comment and here are my
reason why ... the person on the other
side of the call was saying that it doesn’t
make sense and was not expecting that.
The person then took down my name to
be contacted later. I reviewed a call back
from a Board of Trustees member who
was a graduate of the 50s. I was told that
President Pierce went around to groups of
students and had open minded dialogue
about the change,” Threlkeld said.
The school colors appeared in the
minutes of the Associated Students from
Jan. 22, 1998. The president’s report states,
“President Barhydt will have a meeting
with President Pierce regarding school
colors.” The next meeting on Jan. 29,
1998, new business states “Docket #9734,
Resolution on School Colors, passed with
Senator Cossey abstaining.”
The switch back to maroon and white
occured in the fall of 1999. The Tacoma
News Tribune wrote an article about the
different color changes that the University
had gone through in its history since its
founding. David Wichert’s article “Forget
blue, forget green: [Puget Sound] is
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND ARCHIVES
maroon and white” was published in the
AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Tuesday, Aug. 11, 1998 issue of The News
Tribune. Wichert received comments
with the University of Michigan, where one of the students from the football team’s manager Susan Bladholm and from
who was announcing the football scores saw Slippery Rock the Mike Oman, vice president of University relations at
and so he announced the Slippery Rock score. They became the time.
really well known because their score was listed. The athletic
“Although the faculty was indifferent, a staff meeting
director here [McArthur] invited them from Western found overwhelming support for maroon and white. The
Pennsylvania here to play against Puget Sound. They flew alumni board unanimously supported the change, and the
this team out to play a game in Baker Stadium. The stadium Board of Trustees made it official in May,” Wichert said in
was packed and they actually put temporary stands that his article.
surround the stadium because like 5,000 people showed up
No matter what happened in the past, whether good
and the place was packed. Slippery Rock flew fans in from or bad, the history of the school should be known to the
Pennsylvania. Puget Sound won the game 13-7 and our students.
name was on the national scoreboard,” Baarsma said.
“During Orientation sessions, I often bring up our eclectic
Puget Sound football also played two games in the and colorful history to recruits, new students, and parents.
Kingdome, where the Seahawks used to play, against Pacific We also had teams wear blue which was the academic
Lutheran University. The basketball team and football color of Puget Sound at one time. School color changes
team both traveled to Honolulu to play against Rainbow are only a piece of our athletic puzzle as we’ve also shifted
Warriors. The baseball team competed in the NCAA our membership affiliation several times,” current athletic
Division I for a part of this era. There was no denying that director Amy Hackett said.
Puget Sound led the Pac-12 schools.
Alumni Frank Washburn and Don Pulisevich have talked
“When we won the NCAA Division II Basketball Title with many athletes of the green and gold era and have come
in Evansville in 1976, Old Dominion and U. Tennessee up with ideas to recognize these years.
Chattanooga referred to us before the game as ‘Puny
“We are in the process of finishing the installation of the
Sound.’ There wasn’t anything ‘Puny’ about us afterward,” Hall of Fame Room which will succinctly depict our 116
McArthur said.
year athletic history in a balanced manner across eras and
Several individuals made history for the University in this sports. The green and gold era will be included in this display.
era as well. Baseball player Rich Hand, class of 1970, was Our Hall of Fame plaques also show many former studentdrafted in the first round of the Major League Baseball athletes (and two teams) from that era. The current banners
draft to the Cleveland Indians in 1969. Sports Illustrated in the fieldhouse also highlight the national championships
recognized Puget Sound’s Bob Jackson for his excellence in during the era. We are in the process of displaying many of
both football and swimming. The Nov. 23, 1981 issue by Jill our trophies, some of which will be from the green and gold
Lieber titled “Role Model at the Sound” stated, “No one has era,” Hackett said.
done the football-swimming double as well as Jackson since

SPORTS & OU TDOORS
Sports Recaps
By K e vi n W hit e

FOOTBALL

It was a bittersweet end to the season for the
Loggers, who took a tough loss on senior
day. Despite tying the game against George
Fox early in the second half, the Loggers
were unable to respond to George Fox’s 14
unanswered points, and lost the game 21-7.
Despite an underwhelming season, six Loggers were awarded NWC honors. Senior
Dustin Harrison (Orange, CA), junior Zach
Losack (Oceanside, CA) and sophomores
Zackary Teats (Reno, NV) and Jason Clayton (Brea, CA) were chosen for the All-NWC
Second team, while Senior Tanner Diebold
(La Verne, CA) and Junior Todd Blakely
(Oakland, CA) were honorable mentions.

SWIMMING

Both the men’s and women’s swim teams had
dominant wins over Willamette this past
weekend. The Logger women won 153-52,
while the men won 121-82. Sophomore Kelli
Callahan (Aspen, CO) won all three events
she raced in, including the 400 team medley.
Sophomore Dylan Reimers (Rocklin, CA)
also won the three races he was in, including
the 500-meter freestyle. The teams are off until the Logger Invitational in early December.

CROSS COUNTRY

Women’s cross-country had a solid showing this
past weekend at regionals, finishing eighth out
20 teams. First-year student Samantha Schaffer
(Greenwood Village, CO), the NWC Freshman
of the Year, set the pace for the team, finishing
14th out of 138 runners with a time of 22:29.69.

ULTIMATE

Both the Postmen and Clearcut had successful tournaments over the previous weeks.
The Postmen managed wins against Seattle
University, Gonzaga University and University of Washington at the Sundodger tournament in Burlington. Clearcut had a successful OFUDG tournament down in Eugene,
Oregon. The women defeated Portland State,
Oregon State and the University of Portland, showcasing their national-level talent.
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Coach Myhre leading swimming charge
By Zachary Fletcher

Back in 1994, Logger Swim
Coach Chris Myhre was
completing his Masters of
Education at Pacific Lutheran
University coming off a swim
season with the University of
Hawaii-Manoa Warriors.
It was that same year that
coach Myhre took control
of the Puget Sound swim
team, and 26 seasons later
Myhre and the Loggers are
continuing the swim program
at a high level of success that
has led Myhre throughout
his lifetime in the water.
“I grew up in Tacoma and
one of the places I learned
to swim was in the old
Wallace Pool. Swimming
always came relatively
easy for me; I enjoyed
the friendships, and quite
possibly that is where my
love for the sport began …
the people!” Myhre said.
Myhre’s success as a
swimmer began from an
early age, and his drive for
success started him on the
path as an athlete, and now
as a coach of the sport he
grew to love.
“The pursuit of winning,
and the process of that
pursuit are two related
parallels that have always
been with me, both as
swimmer and now as coach,”
Myhre said. Myhre expresses
an immense amount of
gratitude for his swimmers,
and encourages a high level of
excellence among them.
“I have coached high school
and private U.S.A. club teams
previously, and while there
are many similarities, I think
the biggest difference are the
student-athletes themselves,”
Myhre said. “The daily
interactive
opportunities
I have with the scores of
swimmers over the years is

perhaps my greatest joy, and
is conducted at levels that just
are not available with younger
persons,” he added.
Not only does Myhre express
appreciation for his swimmers,
his swimmers express their
appreciation for him.
“His sets have very clear
goals to work towards and
I can tell he tries to make
them fun for the swimmers as
well,” first-year student Kerry
Miller (Portland, Oregon)

our best ability with positive
reinforcement. You will always
hear him telling someone good
job or something to work on
for the five seconds we have
before we push off the wall
and start swimming again,”
Reimers said.
Miller shares that sentiment,
one of team greatness as a
product of individual success.
“He tries to work with every
swimmer
individually
to
improve our individual skills

PHOTO CREDIT TO: SEAN GREALISH

said. Clarity and enjoyment are
prized by Miller and executed
by Myhre in practice.
“The atmosphere at practice
under Chris is encouraging
and fun! He lets us joke around
while on the wall at practice
but holds us accountable to
trying hard during main sets,”
sophomore Dylan Reimers
(Rocklin, California) said.
Reimers continues his praise
of Coach Myhre with regards
to specific actions in practice
that push individual gains and
improve the team as a whole.
“Chris pushes all of us to

and therefore the skills of the
whole team. But he makes it
clear that no matter how good
we can do individually, the
team is the most important,”
Miller added.
The swim team toppled Pacific
131-66 on the men’s side
and 143-59 on the women’s
side in their most recent
meet on Nov. 4 in Oregon.
On top of that, Reimers was
named Northwest Conference
(NWC) student-athlete of
the week after winning four
events and two relays in the
weekend’s races. With regards

to this current team, Myhre
has no shortness of respect for
a team that delivers time and
time again with their high level
of competitiveness and success.
“This team embodies and
embraces the Greek word
‘arete.’ And while there are
multiple directions one can go
with the varied meanings of
this word, our team chooses to
seek ‘excellence’ in all things,
in the water and out. It is a
challenging quest, yet at the
same time, it can be a
fun and rewarding one
as well!” Myhre said.
The future prospects
are bright and look
successful, as seen
by both players and
coaches alike.
“I see Puget Sound
swimming only getting
better from this year …
Chris is working really
hard to recruit seniors
in high school and have
them come visit the
school to see what it’s
like here and I see that
paying off in a huge
way!” Reimers said.
Myhre also sets high
goals for himself and
his team in the future in
the NWC swim field. “I
believe we are always seeking
ways to be better, and ultimately
we seek to be considered one
of the best swim teams, best
athletic departments and best
schools in the country. And I
am very excited to be a small
part of the process,” Myhre
said.
The NWC is in store for quite
the swim season, and with
Coach Myhre and his skilled
team of individual athletes behind him, the strength of this
team rivals none and is sure
to compete at a high level for
years to come.

Women’s basketball ready to face challenges alongside new coach
By Tayla MacPherson

It is that time of year again: basketball season. The
women’s basketball team has been working hard on the
court for the past three weeks preparing for their season.
The team is extremely confident in their abilities to achieve
their goals and improve from last season.
The team lost seven players and most of their
coaching staff from the past season. However,
the team gained two first-year students, a new
coaching staff and retained the same foundation
of players from the previous season.
Even with the loss of seven players, the team
is still able to maintain a high level of team
culture. Returning junior Summer Bolibol
(Mililani, Hawaii) explains the excitement for
the new team dynamic: “It’s a new team, new
coach, new mentality. A lot of us are still getting
used to playing with each other, but everyday we
make each other better and work on developing
our flow.”
The new head coach for Puget Sound,
Casey Kushiyama, was previously the assistant
coach for Whitman College (Walla Walla,
Washington). He is extremely excited to start
fresh with the Loggers.
Coach Kushiyama described the first
three weeks of practice. “With it being early
and having a new coach and new culture the
enthusiasm is there. Everyone has been working
their butts off, which is all I can ask for,” Kushiyama said.
Last season the Loggers were 16-0 in conference and won
the Northwest Conference, meaning that the basketball
community has high expectations for the Loggers to
compete and do well this upcoming season.

Coach Kushiyama speaks to his expectations for this
season. “Right now, I have been having them focus on today
and taking it day by day. Everything else will take care of
itself. ... All I can ask is hard work today and focus on what
you can control today,” Kushiyama said.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LOGGER ATHLETICS

Bolibol previously had Coach Loree Payne as her head
coach and is now extremely impressed with her new coach
Kushiyama. “Coach K. is a phenomenal coach; he truly
cares for each individual on this team and tries to create
a family atmosphere. He holds everyone to high standards

and challenges each of us mentally and physically every day
in practice. The biggest difference, in my personal opinion, is
that while each day is hard and draining, everyone genuinely
enjoys being at practice and getting better,” Bolibol said.
The team only lost three games last season because of
their high scoring average and their depth off the
bench. This year Coach Kushiyama wants to continue
to improve the amount of games lost by the team
by improving the team’s defense. “I am a defensiveminded coach, which has been pretty apparent to them
during our practices. In the first two scrimmages we
have had very little people score on us. I hope we can
continue taking more pride in being a more defensive
team throughout the whole season,” Kushiyama said.
Although the team is smaller in numbers compared
to previous season the team still is close and has a keen
sense of team culture.
Kirsten Hafeman (Evergreen, Colorado) is another
returning junior who is excited for what this season
will bring. “Since we have a smaller team compared to
last year we will run a lot more which will be good and
also everyone needs to remain healthy. Also everyone
will have an opportunity to play this year which is
exciting,” Hafeman said.
Coach Kushiyama explains the challenges and the
positive with losing players. “Eleven out of our 13
players were on the team last year, giving us a strong core
of players. They were definitely hurt by the departures but
now they know that they can’t take the relationship with
their teammates for granted,” Kushiyama said.
The women’s basketball team will play their first preseason
game at home on Nov. 17 at 6 p.m. against St. Martins
University (Lacey, Washington).

COMBAT ZONE
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Combat Zone is The Trail’s satire section.

The Combat Zone is intended to be a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail,
ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

Millennials are killing baby boomers

By Anna Graham

PHOTO COURTESY PUGET SOUND BEHEADINGS TASK FORCE

It’s official: millennials are spiralling out of control. We already knew they were reckdeath. However, French Revolution-style beheadings are also quickly gaining in populess, entitled, and self-centered. This became apparent when they killed off the big
larity, as the prices of capes and torches skyrocket. Some young people are even going so
department stores and heartlessly slaughtered homeownership, light yogurt, beer, Hootfar as to install guillotines in front of their rented apartments — a move that has raised
ers and diamonds. We thought, however, that the list of things millennials have killed
much controversy with various landlords who feel they are eyesores in the neighborhood.
in cold blood was reaching its limit. What
Ultimately, these statistics point towards a
is there left to destroy, we thought, in this
dramatic shift in the direction of our future.
apocalyptic wasteland? What can they do
Some feel these changes are inevitable and
— reinvent the solar calendar?
necessary — a step towards a brave new soApparently, however, it is worse than we
ciety — while others feel they involve some
thought. Millennials are now killing baby
concerning displays of aggression.
boomers. In a stark departure from earlier
One such alarmist, Norman Vole, remarked
antics, they are now staging ritual sacrifices
that in his opinion,“Millennials feel that
on the front lawns of their frat houses in
they have no need for baby boomers anythe early hours of the morning, wearing
more. Baby boomers are not trendy, which
hooded capes and surrounded by burning
means they are quickly becoming obsolete.
torches. According to Bill Dill, an innocent
Personally, I think that these ritual killings
neighborhood civilian who lives near his
are really a display of that classic careless
local college campus, the sight was truly
laziness. Millennials just don’t care about
“horrifying.”
things that aren’t immediately beneficial to
“They took my friend Earl,” Dill said
them, you know? They’d rather just kill them
shakily, wiping a stray tear. “Earl was just
off in a series of medieval beheadings than
peacefully minding his own business, writactually sit down and learn something.”
ing strongly-worded op-ed pieces about the
Neighborhood resident Lola Peterson
slow destruction of civilization from the
disagrees. “Millennials are simply faster
dim window of his one-bedroom studio
to change than the rest of us. Just because
apartment. Is this his punishment?” This
we don’t like it when they kill our relatives
last question was asked rhetorically, mutdoesn’t mean that we should criticize them.
tered into the directionless void.
I think we should pay attention to the staBill Dill’s tragic experience is not an
tistics and jump on trend if we don’t want to
isolated incident; it is part of a growing
get left behind.”
trend that is backed by science. According
It appears that this debate will not be
to a recent set of statistics published by the
solved anytime soon. In order to honor the
Center For Real True Facts, the number of
opinions of our readers, we at The Flail have
Baby Boomers in recent years has steadily
decided to pose the question directly to you.
The blood-stained Lisa Frank-bedecked smartphone with an image
declined, while the percentage of millenWhat do you think about this recent develof avacado toast was the decisive evidence in the police
nials has steadily risen. Baby boomers have
opment? Is it dangerous? Is it progress? Please post
investigation against the millenials.
declined in popularity by 86 percent in just the
in the comments section below! If you are reading
past five years, while Millennials have quickly
this in print like a dinosaur [Editor’s note: you may
shot forward in popularity by a whopping 89 percent.
be a millenial if you are reading this on a screen. Please get that checked], you may mail quesAccording to the statistics, ritual sacrifices appear to be the most common vehicle of
tions and feedback to campus mailbox 2960. We welcome all responses.

Admissions now accepting Instagram
accounts as application alternatives

By Lee L. Benbow

Just like an application, a social
media account showcases the best
version of a person. The University
of Puget Sound recognizes this
and in hopes of recruiting more
applicants and adapting to modern
times, the 2019 application will
allow prospective students to
submit their social media usernames
in lieu of test scores, essays and
GPA. “We are hoping to reach a
broader audience with next year’s
application and I truly feel this is
Winfred reports that her incredible follower ratio landed her an easy “in” at Puget Sound.
the way to do this,” Grizz said.
The test-optional craze has been
sweeping the nation lately, with
on the Puget Sound website states. The outline defines the on your following-to-follower ratio and overall feed’s look
prestigious schools like George Washington University regulations and restrictions of the new plan. Many of the and ‘vibe,’” President Isiah Crawford said.
and Wake Forest joining the trend. However, this new idea eager applicants became disheartened after hearing of the
Even the honors program and business leadership
wasn’t new enough for the hipster admissions department rules, but we were quickly reassured by Grizz that “as long program (BLP) will adapt to this new program. “Students
at The Puge. “I understand that some schools feel the need as they are their authentic best version of themself on their hoping for the honors program or BLP must also submit
to see test scores or see how a prospective student can social media then there is no doubt in my mind that they a secondary account. Acceptable platforms are LinkedIn,
write, but, like, there is writing in the captions on Insta will get in.”
Facebook, lifestyle blogs and Pinterest,” Mission said.
and we can also prevent anyone who owns clout goggles
The University of Puget Sound hopes that many schools Puget Sound has done extensive research and found that
from going here. And isn’t that really what everyone will follow in their lead in adapting to the modern world. only complete nerds and career-focused teens have these
wants?” admission officer Adam Misson said.
There are minor worries of backlash, but most of the platforms, so it makes sense that it is the application for
Already, juniors in high school looking to apply next backlash will come from insecure teens who didn’t get selective programs.
year are excited by the idea. “I spent literal years on my in. “We had a smaller than expected freshman class this
Although this is still in the developmental phase, there
theme aesthetic and curating my feed and ratio; finally all year and hope this effort combats the declining admission is even talk of pairing random roommates on basis of
my work is paying off and I couldn’t be happier,” Tiffany numbers,” an admissions representative who was trying just similar aesthetics and frequency in posts. “Very little, in
Johnson from Idaho said after hearing of the new plan. a little too hard to be cool said. “In this day and age social fact literally no, research has been done about this, so the
However, it hasn’t all been sunshine and daisies: one media is more than a collection of pictures and moments University is incredibly excited to treat an entire class of
problem has arisen in working out the specifics of this captured; it’s how everyone judges you or determines your applicants as guinea pigs. We hope it will pay off as teens
new plan. “Finstas, niché meme accounts and fan pages self worth. The University of Puget Sound wants to honor these days love the social medias and all that jazz,” an
will not be accepted as adequate accounts; we really want this is judging your worthiness of admission based solely official statement from the office of admissions reads.
to get to know the real you,” the 64-page outline available
Combat Zone writers are Claudia Elsenbast and Linnea Stoll. Molly McLean is the Combat Zone editor. Pseudonyms have historically been used by Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this
tradition and credit writers by name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
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Work with dance, gender and human
connection with DownBeat Dance
Brynn Svenningsen
Blues music played as students danced
in pairs and alone at the Fireside Blues
Social. Some students worked to pull
of more complex blue moves and others
worked on just learning the basics. All
the students there had a similarity in
their desire to socialize and to dance.
This was the third social held by
DownBeat this semester. It gave
students of all dance levels the
opportunity to come and participate
in social dance. With the switching
of partners, blues music and the open
environment, there was an opportunity
for students to explore social dance in
a fun, judgement-free zone on campus.
“For me, it’s revolutionary, if I had to
pick just one word, because it’s a space
for people to play with gender, sexuality,
to play with human connection and
to practice human connection in safe
ways,” DownBeat Dance club president
Kat Cunningham said.
Since its creation as a swing club in
2004, DownBeat Dance has grown
to accommodate the dance and social
needs of its students. In terms of
dance, DownBeat is not exclusive to
swing and is very focused on meeting
the interests of its participants, from
swing, tango, contact improv and more.
Additionally, DownBeat is a club that
focuses a lot on inclusivity. This extends

to the way they challenge the historical
gendered norms in dance and work as
a club to promote a gender-free dance
environment, based on partner roles in
dance rather than gender roles.
“We really try to be ... welcoming and
friendly and non-judgmental. … We
don’t use gendered language, and we
use the language of ‘lead’ and ‘follows’
in dances rather than ‘women’ or ‘men.’
We try to not use gender roles to
encourage people to kind of mess with
gender roles,” Cunningham said.
In addition to promoting gender
inclusivity, DownBeat dance is also
very focused on consent. In a social
dance space, personal comfort is very
important. DownBeat explores consent
in human interactions of any nature,
both in their dancing and in the
consent workshops they hold.
“We really try to emphasize consent
and we are working with Sarah Shives
and Marta Cady and all the resources
on campus that are involved with sexual
misconduct. But even more than that
we try to use the language of consent,”
Cunningham said.
DownBeat Dance is focused on
being a club for those of all dance
levels. It caters to complete beginners
and to those who have more dance
experience. The club does not have

weekly meetings and instead hosts
lesson series and social dance events.
Through a dance lesson series, which
usually spans four dance lessons,
students can learn a specific type of
dance in a welcoming environment.
Each series of dance lessons and
workshops is focused towards a
specific level of dancer, although many
are available to beginner dancers. The
dance lessons cost a small fee, though
it is still much cheaper than similar
off-campus lessons would be.
“As a central tenet of our club, we
try to make everything inclusive and
accessible to everybody. That’s another
thing that we continuously work on …
every semester we do have beginnerlevel dance lessons and that’s kind of
our bread and butter. We really cater to
beginners,” Cunningham said.
The Fireside Blues Social came after
DownBeat held an intermediate blues
intensive. The club brought in Andrew
Smith, an internationally-known blues
instructor, to teach. The Fireside Blues
Social was an important event for
students who wanted to practice what
they learned and for other community
members to come and get involved in
social dance.
“Social dance can be very intimidating.
I know that when I first came to it I

was so worried about how I looked and
if I was doing it right and what other
people thought of me. Now getting
more into it I’ve realized that’s not
at all what social dance is about and
that’s the biggest difference between
RDG, performative dance and this,
improvised social dance. It’s about how
you feel in your body and connection
with your partner,” Cunningham said.
Whether you are an incredible dancer,
someone who is just getting into dance
or someone who has never even danced
before, DownBeat Dance wants you to
feel comfortable in their social dance
space, especially because to them social
dance is much more than just the act
of dancing.
To get involved follow the club’s
Facebook page, DownBeat Dance,
as it has the most information on
how to get involved. It also features
specific information about dance
lesson series and dance socials. You can
also join the email list by contacting
DownBeatDance@pugetsound.edu.
Additionally, if you need help paying
for DownBeat events or lessons, you
can contact the club by email for more
information on possible scholarships.

‘Lettuce 253’: Shaping the Tacoma art community
By Matthew Gulick

PHOTO COURTESY OF MATTHEW GULICK

People do not produce art in a vacuum.
Community helps inspire creativity and provides
connection for realizing new projects. With this
in mind, Monique Simkova created “Lettuce 253,”
a series of events where local Tacoma artists come
together to showcase their creative processes.
Over the course of a few hours, each artist
produces an original piece, which they raffle off at
the end of the evening. Already-completed works
are also available for purchase. Attendees pay
$15 to mill about a room drinking only-slightlyoverpriced craft alcohol, watching night settle
over Commencement Bay and socializing with the
artists and other art enthusiasts.
“Lettuce 253” held their sixth session since their
first one in January on Nov. 10. “Lettuce Part Six”
took place downtown at the Union Club, a work,
arts and events space in what looks to be the old
home of a member of the Tacoma aristocracy.
Complete with hardwood floors, black-and-white
framed photos and a commanding view of the
Thea Foss Waterway, the get-together begged for
formal attire. The crowd displayed varying forms
of trendy fashion, which on the whole felt like
being caught in the middle of filming an episode
of “Portlandia.”
Union Club is a 21+ event space, which meant
I was dangerously intimidated by the Tacoma art
enthusiasts I mingled with. This was a seriously
cultured crowd: poised, confident and very much
in their element. Held mainly in one room in the
building’s southeast corner, the night possessed
an intimacy that still allowed an individual to

keep to themselves while they watched the artists
work. Luckily, my Alaskan Amber Ale proved an
excellent talisman, providing some purpose and
warding off potential social anxiety.
“Lettuce Part Six” featured clay throwing,
photography, graffiti-inspired painting and
sculpture assemblage. Heather Cornelius, a Pacific
Lutheran University graduate who works with
ceramics, crafted a massive three-piece pot in
one corner. In another, Vikram Madan, a Seattlearea artist and poet who creates pop-surrealist
art, painted a whimsical grim reaper. A third
corner housed self-taught mixed media specialist
Sarah Casto who assembled her miscellaneous
sculptures. Northwest native SuZanne Steben ran
a costume-rich photo booth in the adjacent room.
In the center of the room sat a rock-covered table
at which attendees could make a little art of their
own with paint pens and sharpies. One man parked
himself at this station and drew disturbingly
realistic faces on a series of stones. I drew a window
on my own small rock. Unfortunately, I lacked the
artistic capabilities to actually draw something
that resembled a window.
For musical ambience, “Lettuce” bumped the
clean version of SZA’s album “Ctrl” through a
speaker stack. I found this a compelling yet bold
move considering that “Doves in the Wind” ended
up pretty much half censored.
I spoke briefly with event creator Monique
Simkova, a University of British Columbia
graduate who returned to Tacoma and wears
golden, wire-framed hexagonal glasses.

(Continued on page 12...)
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‘Lettuce 253’

By Matthew Gulick

(Continued from page 11...)

“My idea behind it is I had so many artists who were saying, ‘I need to either
move to Seattle or Portland to be able to make it as an artist’ and so wanting
to have a place where we could show there’s so many artists who are in Tacoma
who are amazing and spectacular, having a place where we could showcase the
talent that’s here. Sometimes I do have other artists — Vikram’s from Seattle
— so I will every now and again pull in an artist who’s not from Tacoma, but
my idea with bringing that artist in is so that other artists will come and be able
to connect and share,” Simkova said.
“I love creating events because of the fact that I get to make the rules and so
when people walk in it’s a ‘welcome to my world’ type of thing, and I want it
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to be something different, something out of the norm that you normally don’t
experience.”
“Lettuce 253” definitely provided a unique and interesting experience.
“The first one was January. It was the last Friday of every month from January
to May. It was always at Feast. Feast is fantastic; it’s a community arts center in
Tacoma. This is my first time branching out of Feast, and next month ‘Lettuce’
is going to be at the Tacoma Art Museum.”
I asked Simkova why Puget Sound students should check out “Lettuce
253.”
“You should come out to the event if you’re an artist, if you’re interested in art,
if you’re interested in community, if you’re interested in having an experience
that’s different than what you’ve experienced before,” she said.
Simkova also mentioned that she does the Spaceworks program, a joint
initiative of the City of Tacoma and the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber of
Commerce that supports the transformative work of local creative entrepreneurs
and artists.
“Lettuce 253 Part Seven” will take place from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Dec. 21 at the
Tacoma Art Museum. More information is available on their Facebook page,
“Lettuce 253.”

Local album reviews

Evan Welsh takes us through some new releases from brilliant acts in
the Seattle-Tacoma area

Fang Chia: “Above Ground” (Tacoma, WA)
Released Sept. 16
For Fans Of: Flying Lotus; BADBADNOTGOOD; John Zorn
“Above Ground” opens with a jazz-influenced groove and from
there it never lets go. The newest album from Tacoma experimental
rock band Fang Chia leads the listener through swirling tracks that
fluctuate from straightforward grooves to moments of spontaneous
experimentation and back again. One of this album’s greatest strengths
is never letting the listener quite know where they will be taken next. At
only 36 minutes, this album appears as though it might lack grandeur,
but the six rollercoaster tracks fit about as much excitement as possible
into the time given.
Fang Chia’s influences — free jazz, math rock and modern electronic
artists such as Flying Lotus — make “Above Ground” an exciting
album for all those interested in anything with a more experimental
flavor.
“Above Ground” is available now at media.fangchia.com

IMAGE COURTESY OF FAMILIARS BAND

Familiars: “Digest Self ” (Seattle, WA)
PHOTO CREDIT TO: LAUREN RUSSELL

Released Oct. 10

For Fans Of: Phil Collins; The Chameleons; Craft Spells, Future Islands
Recent years have seen a revival of newwave/synthpop-influenced artists,
a nostalgia from twenty-somethings for the music of the late ‘80s and early
‘90s. Albums steeped in these sounds can often come off to listeners as vapid
and artificial. Fortunately, “Digest Self,” the debut album from Seattle-based
group Familiars, avoids those missteps by focusing on a return to the self
instead of a simple return to a sound.
Familiars’ leading man Ian McCutcheon recorded and produced this
album while he was in a time of transition. He had graduated college and
old projects had reached their climax and ends. The final product, “Digest
Self,” represents that transition well and is an album centered by the theme
of the changing and solidification of self in trying times. While this album is
based in synth-heavy influences, the full band of instruments, especially the
live drums, give the music a genuinely human feel that is often lacking from
other new-wave revivalist groups. “Digest Self ” is a beautiful set of tracks that
oozes with the wonderful pastel introspection and fun of all the best newwave and synthpop.
“Digest Self ” is available now at familiars.bandcamp.com

Tomo Nakayama: “Pieces of Sky” (Seattle, WA)
Released Sept. 8

For Fans Of: (early) Paul Simon; (folky) Sufjan Stevens; Iron & Wine
Over the years, Tomo Nakayama has become a prominent figure in the
Seattle music scene. “Pieces of Sky,” his second solo album, is a soft and
bright offering that will serve as a perfect point of light in the upcoming fall
and winter darkness in the Pacific Northwest. If listeners want to know what
they will feel by listening to this album, they need look no further than the
album’s gorgeous floral cover art by Frida Clements.
The album sees Nakayama playing with chamber-pop elements that
breathe extra life into an already emotionally resonant guitar-based project.
Pianos and strings on tracks like “Roma” wouldn’t have felt out of place on
Radiohead’s most recent record. The title track serves as the album’s soaring
folk centerpiece.
The multitude of layers throughout the album’s ethereal 10-song tracklist
reward repeated headphone listens. That being said, Nakayama’s delicate
sound will be sure to grab fans of singer-songwriters and folk music on first
listen.
“Pieces of Sky” is available now at tomomusic.bandcamp.com.

